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Italian CH-47 Chinooks
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For decades, the Italian Army has been using the CH-47 as amedium
transport helicopter. The initial CH-47Cs have recently been replaced by
the new CH-47F. The Chinook is easily recognised through its twin-rotor
configuration, the main rotor over the cockpit and the other counterrotating over the tail section.

Besides transporting troups, the Italian Army utilises the Chinook for
firefighting, and its REOS (Reparto Elicotteri Operazioni Speciali) utilises
Chinooks to support special forces insertions in both land and marine
scenarios.
Particularly fascinating has been the experimentation with the insertion
of troops on rubber dinghies, where the Chinook pilot practically hovers
at water level and slowly allows the rear section to descend slightly
further, with the rear ramp open, basically creating a small layer of
water, which allow the dinghies to be literally driven into the
helicopter’s cabin.
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Also in the Chinook’s repertoire is the carriage of special
troops equipped with Polaris quad-bikes and Yamaha
scrambler bikes, which allow rapid troop movement for
infiltration behind enemy lines.
The Chinook has proved itself to be a formidable machine
for Special Operations, due to its superior cargo capacity,
which is practically twice that of the EH-101, excellent
performance even in hot-and-high conditions, which allows
a single helicopter to transport an entire unit of special
operations troops with two Land Rovers.
REOS has also successfully employed the Chinook in a new
role, as a highly mobile refuelling platform. A single Chinook
is loaded with up to three flexible 2000-litre fuel cisterns in
its cargo hold, with the associated pump systems, and can
thus act as a forward-location ‘ fuel station’, landing at a
remote location and refuelling other helicopters without
removing the cisterns from its hold.
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